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TYPE IN LL3.0-4 CHONDRITES: IMPLICATIONS FOR PARENT BODY 
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Meteoritics, Department of Geology, University of New Mexido, Albuquerque, NM 87131 
USA 

Introduction. The classic onion-shell parent body stucture predicts a correlation between petrologic type 
and cooling rate of ordinary chondrites. Fission track cooling rates (1) show an inverse correlation for the H 
parent body and have been presented as evidence for an internally heated onion-shell body. However, 
measurements of metallographic cooling rates (53) do not reveal any correlation. We suggest that the &on 
track results are based on too small a data base, One explanation for the lack of correlation is that ordinary 
chondrites experienced peak metamorphic temperatures, which largely determine petrologic type, and the range 
of temperatures for establishing the metallographic cooling rates in different environments. Accretion of 
planetesimals was favored by (2) who reasoned that petrologic type was established in planetesimals, with 
metallographic cooling rate being established in a larger parent body which formed by accretion of the 
planetesimals. This model was evaluated by (4) who found that planetesimals would likely cool below the 
metallographic closure temperature prior to accreting into a larger body. Breakup and reassembIy of an 
originally onion shell structure during metamorphism was favored by (3,4) to explain the lack of correlation. 
We have studied low petrologic type (LL3.0-4) chondrites, reasoning that a correlation may be observed in 
chondrites in which the peak metamorphic temperature is in the same range as temperatures for establishing 
the metallographic cooling rate. 

Results. In conjunction with a study of metamorphism of chondrules in LL chondrites, metallographic 
cooling rates were measured in the LL chondrites Semarkona (3.0), Kryrnka (3.1), ALH A81251 (33), Chainpur 
(3.9, ALH A77011 (3.9, Parnallee (3.6), Yamato 74191 (3.6), and Bo Xian (4, heterogeneous pyroxene). We 
measured taenite grains in Semarkona and Krymka which were in contact with kamacite and these probably 
reflect local equilibrium conditions. Semarkona and Krymka have relatively constant Ni contents in taenite, 
independent of grain size. Thus, no cooling rate can be extracted from data for these two meteorites. A wide 
range in cooling rates is observed in the other samples, from approximately lT/Myr  in ALH A81251 to 
5000CPyr in Bo Xian. The cooling rates display a positive correlation with petrologic type. Figure 1 
illustrates metallographic cooling rates for ALH A81251, Parnallee, and Bo Xian. Figure 2 illustrates 
thermoluminesence sensitivity (5) versus metallographic cooling rate for six LL3 and LL4 chondrites with 
heterogeneous pyroxene, including Chainpur (6). TL sensitivity has not been measured for Bo Xian, so we 
assigned it a value of 2, typical of type 4 chondrites. The systematic increase in cooling rate with petrologic type 
(as measured by TL sensitivity) is evident. Metallographic cooling rates were also measured in the LL breccia 
ALH A77278 and range from 1-10000C/h4yr. 

Discussion. The data presented here have several important implications. Fust, the ranges of 
metallographic cooling rates and porphyritic olivine chondrule compositions in the series ALH A81251 to Bo 
Xian are similar to ranges in the brecciated U chondrite ALH A7?278. This suggests that these chondrites 
formed on the same parent body. Second, the total range of metallographic cooling rates in LL3,0-4 chondrites 
(1-5000CFIyr) is comparable to that seen in LLA-6 chondrites (2-U)(PC/h4yr)(7). F i y ,  the data indicate a 
positive correlation between metallographic cooling rate and petrologic type in LL3.0-4 chondrites. These 
observations can be used to evaluate parent body models. 

An internally heated onion-shell model cannot explain the positive correlation between petrologic type and 
cooling rate observed in LW.0-4 ordinary chondrites. In such a model, the hottest material would lie at depth 
and cool the slowest, yielding an inverse correlation. A positive correlation was predicted by (€9, but was 
apparently based on misinterpretation of a time vs. temperature plot for cooling of different petrologic types. A 
planetesimal containing LL3.0-4 material and heated by an external source such as a superluminous sun would 
satisfy the positive correlation as the hottest material would be nearest the surface and cool the fastest. 
However, to cool at 1°C/Myr, a body at least tens of kilometers in radius is needed, but a superl&inous sun 
would heat to only 200 m depth (9). 

An alternative is heterogeneous heating by some source, such as electromagnetic induction. Heterogeneous 
heating in a single body could result from compositional parameters (e.g. Fe,Ni or graphite contents in the case 
of electromagnetic induction) or distribution of short-lived radioactive elements within and between 
planetesimals, peihaps as a result of distance from the sun or time of accretion. The LL3.0-4 chondrites 
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probably formed h one planetesimal which accreted as a porous aggregate of chondnrles, matrix and other 
componenk Heating could cause grain growth and shtering of this porous material, which would raise the 
thermal &ffusivity and allow more rapid cookg to occur. The hottest material could be the most compacted, 
have the highest thermal difhsivity and cool the fastest, resulting in a positive correlation between petrologic 
t y p  and cooling rate. Because of the relatively low peak temperatures in LL3.0-4 chondrites &6500C), thermal 
equilibrium may not have been established throughout the body until low temperatures were reached and 
metallographie cooling rates were already established This model implies that no spatial relationship existed 
among petrologic types in the parent body of LL3.0-4 chondrites, but rather petrologic types were dispersed 
randomly throughout the parent body as a result of heterogeneous heating. Further, heterogeneous h e a h  
could be effective in bodies tens of kilometers in radius, like those required by the slow cooling rates. Higher 
petrologic type LL chondrites could have formed in different planetesimals. It is likely that the higher petrologic 
type chondrites experienced similar degrees of induration, leading to thermal equiliirium throughout the M y  
and making the cooling rate more dependent on depth of burial. It is possible that all planetesimals of LL 
composition accreted to larger bodies after cooling below the metallographic closure temperature (3), 
preserving the trend in LL3.0-4 chondrites, Although alternatives to the proposed model exist, it is clear that the 
physical setting for metamorphism of LL3.0-4 chondrites is more complicated than a simple onion-shell 
structure. 
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F i e  1 (above) - Coherent metallographic cooling rates 
from LW.0-4 chondrites: (a) ALH A8I.251 (LE33), 
0 .7°C /M~ @) par~allee (U.61, =/Myr, (c) Bo x2u.l 
(LW, WC/MF. 
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correlation between mhg rate and petrologic type (as 
PL ~ a t % t i v i t ~  (~hojolb- I )  measured by TL sensitivity). 
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